Welcome to the World of Geothermal
Who we are
What we do
Why we do it
Why join us
We are the International Geothermal Association – a global geothermal organization uniting the geothermal sector around the globe.

We aim at being the leading world authority in matters concerning the research and development of geothermal energy by setting educational standards and offering worldwide energy solutions and in-house technical support, with special support for countries in early stages of geothermal development.

We connect the Global Geothermal Community, serving as a platform for networking opportunities aimed at promoting and supporting global geothermal development. We embody a wide variety of members ranging from academy to industry representatives.

WITH US YOU CAN

Become a part of the Global Geothermal Community and join the network of passionate geothermal advocates.

Our Mission

Encourage, facilitate and promote the development of geothermal resources, as well as innovative research in geothermal technologies through visible and integrated position and representation of geothermal power, heat, geo–exchange, cooling and other uses of geothermal resources.
WHAT WE DO

SUPPORT

We provide geothermal education in terms of best practices and unbiased benefits of developing the utilization of Earth’s energy for direct use, heat and power generation.

VISIBILITY

We encourage, facilitate and promote the coordination of activities related to worldwide research and application of geothermal resources, including conferences, workshops, congresses etc.

COLLABORATION

We are connected to our renewable partners through the RENAlliance, 100% Renewables Platform, and RENZl. We work together with the UN, IRENA, World Bank and Green Climate Fund.

PARTNERSHIP

Together with our partners, we are conducting political dialogues in such areas as sustainability assessment, carbon funds, green policies and other related fields.
We believe that geothermal represents an unlimited natural source of energy, which can play a significant role in meeting the world’s energy needs of the future. It is a renewable source that provides clean energy for a unique combination of purposes: power, heating, cooling, and direct uses. Geothermal is also unique in its ability to create additional revenue by offering multiple uses of the geothermal by-products such as health and beauty products, but also serve as a tourist attraction. We are convinced that geothermal can serve as a bridge towards sustainable future, supporting the transition from a fossil-fuel to renewable-based economy.

We believe that future global energy needs can be based on a 100% renewable energy mix and at the International Geothermal Association we are committed to make geothermal energy a significant part of that mix.

WITH US YOU CAN

Become acquainted and collaborate with geothermal experts from around the world
&
Educate yourself about geothermal energy
&
Take the opportunity to shape the global renewable agenda
WHY JOIN US

YOUR BENEFITS

- Global geothermal knowledge
- Geothermal power & heat database
  - IGA Expert Pool
  - Event discounts
- Vote & run for the IGA Board
- Logo & services display
- Membership-only events
- Discount on 'Geothermics'
Contact Us

IGA HQ
Charles–de–Gaulle Straße 5
53113 Bonn, Germany

iga@lovegeothermal.org
www.lovegeothermal.org